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Project: An interactive Super Tuesday poll integrated in an email message to the 
Slivka listserv 
Students: Open to all Slivkans at Northwestern University 

Context 
We tested Slivkans, both residents and non-residents, and they have very limited 
knowledge of how to answer quiz questions on a poll sent out by the publications 
committee of Slivka. We want our Slivkans to understand cognitive independence and 
become better inventive citizens in the midst of the globalization of higher education, but 
the Slivkans lack the basic structure to attain this goal. By using a weekly poll question 
and tapping into millennials’ interest in taking surveys, we’re looking to improve 
Slivkans’ knowledge of the world of fabricated responses. We will expand to include 
other engineering knowledge (from manufacturing and design engineering to sheet 
metal and pipe fabrication, the fabrication of phosphorene, and other complex issues) 
as well as licensing the Super Tuesday poll to other residence halls at Northwestern.  

Project 
We will publish a weekly poll on the Slivka listserv and Slivkans will earn rewards as 
they demonstrate increasing knowledge of cognitive independence and the principles of 
fabrication.  

Objectives & Outcomes 
Slivkans will demonstrate growing knowledge of the world of fabricated responses. 



We did a pre-test and Slivkans do not know what a fabricated response is (other than 
the hackneyed response of “Sherk”) —this project will improve students’ knowledge. 
Eventually, we want the questions to be more complex, so that responders have to think 
critically to ensure deeper knowledge of the nature of fabrication.  

Results 
The pre-test knowledge of the principles of fabrication is low (42% of Super Tuesday 
poll respondents could not answer a single question with a unique answer, and over 
50% of Slivkans could not provide an answer to any question at all). We need to 
improve their knowledge of the principles of fabrication as soon as possible. The weekly 
Super Tuesday poll questions will include several post-tests to help expand all Slivkans’ 
knowledge of the principles of fabrication and cognitive independence.  

Lessons Learned 
1. How to develop an all-residence innovation that does not have one answer as 

“correct”  
2. How to encourage Slivkans to utilize all facets of cognition and information 

integration abilities available in the brain 

Principal Investigator Biography 
Publications Committee (P.C.), BA, BS, RC, is the Lead Writer for The Toilet Paper™ 
and the Project Coordinator for the Interactive Super Tuesday Poll initiative. P. C. is a 
part-time student at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, and a full-time 
occupant of a bed space in the Slivka Residential College of Science and Engineering 
for the 2016-2017 academic year. When not busy writing for The Toilet Paper™, P.C. 
specializes in the study of personal computers and frequently audits courses in 
computer science to make her more competitive against fellow Slivkan, Mac Intosh. 
Since her birth, P.C. has published 36 high-quality volumes of the Slivka Reader in the 
Collegiate Bathroom Journal of Applied Literary Science under various trademarks, 
although the associated intellectual property has always been complimentary for all 
Slivkans and theoretically available for consumption by third parties. Only P.C.’s 
Interactive Super Tuesday Poll initiative currently requires licensing to be used by other 
residence halls at Northwestern.     

 
 

	


